DIRECCIÓN GENERAL DE ORDENACIÓN Y CENTROS DOCENTES
Conselleria de Educación
PRUEBAS DE CERTIFICACIÓN
ING_NB_EO

CANDIDATE A
TASK 1.2
MONOLOGUE
Please introduce yourself to the examiner and the other candidate.
Choose one or two of the topics below to talk for about 2 minutes.

1. Daily routine
2. Best friend
3. TV

4. Hobbies
5. Your last holiday
6. Christmas

TASK 2.2
INTERACTION

In this part of the exam, you are going to have a conversation with the other
candidate. The conversation will last about 4 minutes.

A DAY TRIP
You have a free day during your stay in London and you are planning to visit another
city. You have seen this leaflet about Oxford and would like to spend a day there.
OXFORD Great historical city
Points to consider
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Famous university



Lunch time: classical music
concert in the Cathedral



Boat trip on the river



70 miles away. Discount for
students by coach

DIRECCIÓN GENERAL DE ORDENACIÓN Y CENTROS DOCENTES
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CANDIDATE B
TASK 1.2
MONOLOGUE
Please introduce yourself to the examiner and the other candidate.
Choose one or two of the topics below to talk for about 2 minutes.

1. Family
2. Job/Studies
3. Shopping

4. Pets
5. Last Christmas
6. Daily routine

TASK 2.2
INTERACTION

In this part of the exam, you are going to have a conversation with the other
candidate. The conversation will last about 4 minutes.
A DAY TRIP
You have a free day during your stay in London and you are planning to visit another
city. You have seen this leaflet about Brighton and would like to spend a day there.
BRIGHTON Great exciting city
Points to consider

BRIGHTON PIER
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Only 50 minutes by train; £12
cheap day return tickets



Attractions for young and old
on the famous seaside Pier



Shop in the most modern and
alternative shops



Free pop concert on the beach

